2013,May 2

Thursday Night Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH THURSDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “STARGATE ROUND TABLE” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH
THE WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Phone Numbers:

530 – 413 - 9537
530 - 763 – 1594
502 - 746 – 0341

BBS Toll Free

888-429-5471 [good for all of North America]

Host:

MariettaRobert

Opening Meditation: Cathy Lauren
Mayan Calendar:
Rainbird
New Wavespell of CIMI started on Saturday- an opportunity to move into a state of grace
May 2nd Thurs: 13 ETZNAB – finish wave of Cimi, the world bridger – Etznab is the mirror
3rd Fri: 1 CAUAC – the blue storm; solar eclipse coming in a week – this is beginning of a new wave; Cauac
is time of possibility
th
4 Sat: 2 AHAU – the sun – last day of 4th unial [20 days is a unial] – Christ conscious
5th Sun: 3 IMIX -we begin to change unials; 3 activates unity, new beginnings
6th Mon:4 IK Ik is the wind; 4 is a measure, measured voice of change
7th Tues: 5 AKBAL – the night; time to work with the unseen
8th Wed: 6 KAN 6 is organic balance; Kan is the seed, the original divine blueprint that determines what
we become
9th Thurs: 7 CHICCHAN – the red serpent – body transformation; I am the centre of the sacred fire.
7 is a mystical power; guided by Caban, the red earth, assisted by the white magician, Ix
Occult teacher is the yellow warrior; Challenge teacher is the blue eagle
From Divine Sky: Angels of Answered prayer; Angels of polarization and will – very powerful
We meet again on a solar eclipse day – a powerful portal day, as well.
We meet on powerful days [last time was an eclipse of the moon]
T: the calender says it's Europe day – so we are more global than we have been
Astrology: AnnieRose
MR: grandson was in a car wreck
AR: he's OK
● About eclipse on the 9th: if an eclipse falls on your birthday, it brings all kinds of unseen energy, the
urgency to act comes out; each one of us will be affected in a different house, different subject matters
● Eclipse falls at 19* Taurus – roughly 19 days into sign of Taurus – the sign that the eclipse falls in is the
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most affected, as is its opposite – Scorpio.
Actual time is 7:26 pm on the 9th – 24 hours before is when the effect begins to be felt
[starts on the Tuesday, Wed picks up speed; lasts until the Friday]
Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Sagittarius will be most affected
Syria – much news coming from there; clashes of various kinds
Stock market will rise and fall and continue like that
Eclipses bring closure to matters; on the next full moon, things will be understood more and brought to
light; people in America will be affected – have to watch who they associate with – normally we
don't have eclipses so close together

Aries: will jump into being temporarily misled; will start something they have no foundation for; will
achieve greatest successes by facing difficulties – will try to keep relationships calm
Taurus: eclipse will wake them up, will take the bull by the horns and improve their budget: will get more
follow through on things, as this is something they are not great at
Gemini: catching up on misunderstandings with friends and relatives – get into a better relationship with
people a bit removed from them;
● if eclipse hits you on your birthday – can mean a move change in residence [move; re-modelling]
Cancer: will be adding acquaintances, relatives to circle of friends; have to be careful of what they invest
their money in
Leo: watch your money – tendency is to overspend; expansion of social circle and more than likely mingling
with people well known in community; be more attentive to older people
Virgo: do not argue over politics! If behind in answering papers, charge accounts, if you've overlooked it:
find it and handle this next week.
Libra: will catch up paying for debt – she sees cash and carry: watch budget more carefully
● will learn to be more self- confident; don't be afraid to boast about yourself & what you can do
● These ones are very smart; others
Scorpio: will have people coming to them with requests of help and/or advice; will be happy to give it
● Don't get behind – don't put it off; accept your share of stuff around house, particularly the
male Scorpios: make sure duties at home are done first
Sag: maybe want to start a diet – whether to change physique or to feel better physically: please start it
after this eclipse, will be successful with it. Shut the emotional door – listening to others'
emotions drains you.
Capricorn: very strong people – emotionally, Physically – much time is taken up helping others – will be
strengthening the bonds of affections. Empty your closet of those who use you as a catalyst or a
battery: promote interests of self and those who are close to you. Will still be dependable to all
but don't let them use you as a battery. They are called “psychic vampires” though they might not
know it – AR can feel it even passing them on the street!
● Will want to do pleasure things, not work things – take care not to over extend
Aquarius: don't make any changes – never a good thing for any sign to make changes during a solar eclipse
– pay attention to those who are elderly, older than yourself. Will want to make improvements in
the home and in the workplace.
● We will have have an improvement in the psychic part of our brain; we will be dealing with
property and estate tax in some way
Pisces: very kind people who have time to listen to others: go with their emotions more than their head.
● Will socialize around area of home / neighbours. Learning new things from neighbours/ those
close by. Don't visit too much in next 2 weeks – keep visits short. Pisceans will get irritated next
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week by being held up by all the road improvements that are going on in various places.
T: what is the one on May 24th:
AR: at 11:25 pm EDT – full moon, lunar eclipse in Sagittarius 8*
● Will energize Sag – also Aries and Leo
T: as we clean up stuff with the one on the 9th – are we re-energized for the new energy slate on the next
one?
AR: Yes. The Foll moon , May 24th will really hit the Sag; they will want to start new things in their lives.
● Capricorns – it will bring money in a big way in your lives
● Aquarius: more communications
● Pisces: careful around your homes – drip in sink; coffee pot left on too long
● Aries: Karma and children, nieces and nephews
● Taurus: something karmicly will occur – getting rid of karmic debt: they are ending and beginning
things on full moon
● Don't get married on an eclipse – it comes to a sudden stop!
● Gemini: will spend more time with spouse or Significant Other, any kind of partnership
● Cancer: warning to be careful with money, other peoples' money
● Leo: watch for those in need who are older than themselves
T: What is the meaning for whole country of America?
AR: Be careful not to stick nose where it does not belong! Her comment on the Boston bombers: T reminds
us that it's a Black Ops
AR: They will do it again, putting nose where door will slam it! Such actions hurt all of us, not just
Washington, DC
● At least 2 countries: one they are thinking of helping will not remain our friend – yes, Syria! We've done
this before and it does not look good for us in the long run.
T: it was Israel that stuck their nose in [the gas things in Syria] and Israel is connected to us
AR: strictly psychic: why does she see Egypt lying low and ready to pounce?
T: Egypt is having a really hard time with Israel – the Saudis have some issues – time for galactic
intervention
AR: we have no one who can make the right decision
T: we have a direct connection with the galactics and it might be through us – Barack is a good guy: he has
a trump card with the F3 white knights; already nipped the relationship between the US and Israel
AR: he has good intentions for the country and the world; it is the ones around him who are the issue
T: it is not the nice ones, either- that's why with galactic intervention they might actually be arrested!
R: the song from the 60s and 70s: one tin soldier rides away, from the movie “Billy Jack”
● He said this because Obama has folks around him who are falling on their swords whether they
like it or not
T: today they are talking 9/11 and the illusion of
● MHP is filling in for Rachel Maddow and having a fit over what is in the Bush library: she was
talking about Hurricane Katrina: “I am from New Orleans and I know a bit about this – the library
is such a cover up!”
● Thinks they will go for Bush – he's a Cancer
AR: eclipse on May 24th for America – will hit America in the banking industry again!!!
● She does not want to see Obama or Kerry leaving the country on the 24 th eclipse
● Eclipse will hit America in the 8th house – higher education, broadcasting, publishing, banking,
religion
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● not about GNP – means possibly the pension plans, health plans; the VPs of the banks need to
watch themselves and what they do
● Next week, eclipse on the 9th in Taurus with Scorpio as opposition: means there will be so much
revelation of secrets – things we never even thought of - starting on the 9th
● We've been waiting on this for a long time!
Caller: what is the real reason that Pres Obama is in Mexico? Not for immigration!
R: possibly to do with the Pyramid of the Sun and the Pyramid of the Moon at Tiochanan
T: about our drug laws and Mexico being between the devil and the deep blue see
● there are 85,000 dead in Mexico due to drug wars and the guns
AR: on PBS: have had 386 dead bodies just in 2013, and 90+% have not been identified; the immigrants
are paying up to $2500 to guide them into the states and their bodies are found in the desert;
they are allowed to carry 2 bottles of water; and their families waiting to hear from them
T: it is so much worse than that! The ones who do make it here work in pig packing factories for $2-3 an
hour; if they get sick, they are taken back to Mexico by plane and dropped off – sick!
This discussion is BIG
● Cinco de Mayo is May 5th – the birthday of Mexico
● there are 78 programs in NESARA; the 78th is called the Unction program and it's the gold
certificates of Mexico – were always told that Cinco de Mayo was very key
● May 5th - Cinco De Mayo is also the Taurian birthdate
AR: it means 4 weeks from now which will be less stringent in terms of events, and 4 months from now
we can really expect some kind of uprising by the people, both in the US and in Mexico
T: Sept 5th Rosh Hosanna begins and it's a new moon and it's on a Thursday!
AR: How come your programs are on Thursday? MR – was the best day to do it!
Guest: Frank Chille
● Please remember George Filer & Janet in prayers: lost one daughter in March, 2 nd in April and they were
2 years apart.
● In NJ, there was a UFO conference outside Trenton: 2 of the witnesses saw the craft that landed in
Rendlesham Forest on Dec 26th, 27th, 28th 29th – the forest separates 2 US air force facilities –
Bentwater and Woodbridge.
● The tower saw lights and reported; 2 airmen went into the forest area and saw a bluish-purple cloud;
● the aircraft they had never seen before: 9 x 9 x 9 feet;
● Sgt Jim Penniston thought he would see markings on it if he walked around it; on the 3 rd side, he
saw symbols he did not recognize it. He touched the craft and was encased in white light; likewise
John Burroughs.
● After 45 minutes, it left and knocked off some branches.
● They reported all this, told not to discuss with anyone.
● The base commander went out with then on the next night when the same thing happened: the general
did not get as close – the 2 men and the base commander were debriefed;
● Some time later, Jim started to receive information he had been downloaded – wrote 16 pages of zeros
and ones – binary codes but he didn't know that at the time
● He and John Burroughs were separated – John was in Korea; for 14 years they were kept separated –
then they were able to compare notes
● when they worked with a computer programmer, they found out they had received binary codes
which were latitude and longitude settings for places around the world – an island off Ireland –
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called Hy-Brazil , always encased in mist and once every 7 years it is clear – there are monks who
maintain Atlantean technologies there
● this goes back 1500 – 2000 years; they maintain the equipment left from time of Atlantis
● Another site is Sedona, AZ where John Burroughs lives
● There are other locations – they are entry, exit points for some of the ships
John Burroughs lives in Sedona, AZ; Jim Penniston lives in Michigan: they continue to collaborate
● they have gotten further info: the craft they saw in R Forest is actually from the future; the
encasing of light: they found out that the 2 beams of light were their own selves from the future
coming back to tell the guys in the late 20th century about the portholes into the dimensions
JB has a pacemaker; Jim P has cancer and the military has ceased their pension & military medical
benefits ; their military records from 1979 – 1982 – no record of them having been in the service that is how the powers-that-be are trying to quiet them!
● They had lawyers with them at the conference & have started a suit against the DVA for having
eradicated their records for this time period
They are positive about their experience, but the gov't has penalized them because the gov't want to
keep the event quiet
History channel will be broadcasting “The Rendlesham Forest Experience” in next 2-4 weeks;
the producers took the notes of the 2 and put it into the documentary

● Another story: Tom Reid – the family from Massachusetts has had a generation UFO contact going back
to grandfather's time; Called “The Willow Lake Experience” because of the water and willow
trees that always seemed to be where the craft landed
● craft came down and he and his brother went on
● Tom Reid also filing a lawsuit to get disclosure of the facts: his father gave him a lot of
documents before he died about the visits from the 1940 onward wanting to talk to mankind in
peace & they are trying to get the UN to take up the story
● the panel of former senators and congresspeople recommending a world conference to bring froth
the events from around the world by credible witnesses –
● need a world congress in the UN so all nations can share information with member nations
● Will be one or two anonymous guests at last minute: Filer speaks at
● Saving the best cases for the last
● Huffington Post does live blogs every hour that summarizes what the witnesses have shared
● Thinks a documentary will be created from this
● About the Integraton: the 3 Van Tassel sisters are working with a film company about George Van
Tassel's building of the integratron – info the father had that has never been released will be
used to make this documentary
● The Val Thor movie to be released in August
Caller1: where is the portal in California?
F: only knows certain portals: Sedona, AZ; HyBrazil
● knows a lady who has been on board Zoltec's craft
● can see the story on YouTube - UFO at Cottonwood, AZ – Feb, 2013
[the video has been taken down – May 3/13]
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AR: back in the 80s, they saw so many craft in the desert – area has been active for a long, long time
F: people who are clairvoyant have seen the crystal city forming in the etheric over Sedona
Caller1: resonated with Rendlesham and when he talked of Sedona; did a meditation on the rocks there
and opened a portal that had been closed – earth gets to ascend this time:
● during the meditation, saw a brilliant beautiful purple and the fly turned into a humming bird and
the vortex opened; they closed it again to keep it safe – thinks it will soon come to pass.
● Caller also possesses 2 sets of papers
F: Sedona will be first area where the crystalline structures will materialize
● As for the papers: go inside and find out which directions to go forward with them
● More and more people coming out with personal information; will be protected by the golden
helmeted one
AnnieRose: is there any kind of news regarding more than one galaxy that they are coming from –
● what she sees psychically: keeps seeing there are 4 in particular.
● The crystalline entities coming from one galaxy and there is a junior group from the same galaxy
– they are friendly with each other. The 4th group come from a galaxy where they have metals we
have not heard of
● also sees lots of gold – it's like a planet or something that has metals they will introduce to us
● The #3 one she does not feel they are as on such a high intellectual & emotional plane as 1, 2 & 4
F: Dr Boynton is compiling information on the different races visiting here; so far, 1493 life forms coming
from other galaxies, dimensions, universes – there is no end to the infinity out there
AR: should have used the word “universe”
F: there is a string of universes as far as you can see; physicists are starting to develop equations to
validate the existence of more than one universe
AR: the 3 she sees are beautiful; the 3rd one is grey which represents not such a positive intent
F: there are self-serving races probably in other galaxies as well as ours
however, he has been told the green light has been given, mankind will not be held back any longer,
& our consciousness will be allowed to flower
AR: 3 are here to enhance our life and theirs;
F: lots of revelations in front of us; we need to prepare ourselves of what is happening
AR: we will be able to tell the various ones by the design of their craft
F: clairvoyantly, from others, he has been told the sky is so full of ships can barely see the sky – just
waiting to lower their vibration rate so they can be seen
AR: last year, in a small town south of Lake Michigan; Crown Point, MN, they saw two craft – purples with a
slight outline of orange; stopped, zoomed off and then came back. Another one came and zipped
off and they only saw it once.
F: There are many portals in upper regions of MN and all over the Great Lakes
● the book coming out will reveal all the binary codes
T: Shantara is a dear friend of T;
F: it's an honour to know her
● She was Lady of the Sun way back when; Zoltec is her father in the physical, as Ashtar is
Rama's father in the physical
T: On Day 1, Daniel Sheehan the activist attorney who got access to Project Blue Book – spoke of galaxies
50 trillion galaxies now known to humanity; 50 billion starry systems in our galaxy THAT THEY
KNOW OF!!
F: The Hubble Telecope released a photograph of a galaxy is 11 billion light years wide
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T: we are in Milky Way Galaxy; Andromeda Galaxy is opposite us and it is 100 billion times larger than
ours MWG!
F: comment about Vatican releasing info about space visitors as ground work to prepare the various
religions
● the catholic church & other religions will come forward and make statements
● the most resistant are the fundamentalists in all religions
T: we have some awful things going on and we need nonviolent solutions; her understanding is that the next
2 solar eclipses and full moon lunar eclipse will be kickers in terms of this country and the bankers
● she said it is not about money: as we enter a galactic society, we are a cashless society.
● Somehow - and we have been told it will not be piecemeal – Faction 3 White Knights have said
the dark ones will be arraigned all at the same time – the WK will use their stun beams & force
fields to hold them in one place; the Keshe technology on the memory stick shuts down the entire
military grid system
● Congresswoman Kilpatrick & other members of the Congressional panel – they know so much! They
know that the violence can be stopped instantaneously and also the people who are in resistance
● the Vatican Pope is not Kuthumi at all; he is guilty of aiding and abetting the dirty wars in
Argentina and having people snatched, and tortured and killed etc etc stealing children and raising
them to serve the junta in every way possible
● She sees the galactics will over light them anyway for the sake of an orderly way to take down
the structure, and especially the Jesuit structure: he is responsible for all that was ever done by
that church structure from the beginning, by their own rule they observed the rules of the Order
without any vision of higher law
● the Intergalactic Federation of Worlds holds a higher principle, law and come in peace.
T: Even the 3rd group that AnnieRose was talking of is the Zeta Reticuli from our past – they blended with
us over the last 2 thousand years because they lost their planet Apex through their own selfdestructive behaviour – they were humonoid and over 90% of the life forms in our universe have
human DNA
● Penniston and Burroughs came back from the future – YES!
● God is Mother – the first thing the Vatican got wrong [deliberately]: with Mother, we co-created the
whole universe of Nebadon so we have always been one with what we created because we created
things TOGETHER and THIS IS THE FIRST TIME SINCE THE FORTUNATE FALL THAT WE
HAVE DECIDED THAT, AS PLANETARY BEINGS, WE ARE DONE WITH THIS! A few here
and a few there will remember themselves coming back and those who are little behind will be like
the 3rd group AR spoke of – the other groups will be will overlight the 3 rd – we will have such an
experience and the trauma that brings people to such vengeance will be lifted and all will feel
something they have never felt since the beginning of time:
● it is more than kundalini & when we have that experience universally, the implementation of war
is over.
F: the greatest thing we have to accept is THAT WE ARE GOD BEINGS AND THAT IS HARD FOR
PEOPLE TO WRAP THEIR HEADS AROUND THIS.
T: True – and it won't be on a slow timeline, either!
● Rama talks to Rana Mu who is from 175 million years in the future! She has come back
and works in the Dept of energy in a classified section
● Rama has been able to get inside the mountain – our gov't has warp drive fields, time travel –
everything – they have all the technology, already!
● Rama has travelled with her into 175 million years into the future – she showed him 1/3 of the
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entire Milky Way Galaxy is missing where she came from; by her coming back it rolls all of the
time back to this time of the present and that is because when we were granted the ability to cocreate this particular Universe of Nebadon was the time that was going to stop all the war and
bring the peace
● Just by the fact of the 5 days of discussion – it does not matter that it does not make the main stream
news – Michael Gravel got on with John Fugelsein on NPR – by the time we get finished with this, it
changes the timelines!
Caller2: about changing timelines, and going back in time
● got a Samuri sword in the 80s; there was a vortex of mist coming out of the ground;
got taken back to the past to right a wrong; the next day, saw a woman in a kimono across the
street who smiled at the caller and disappeared
F: what a story! Maybe saw an aspect of self
Caller2: kind of scary at the time
F: how old is sword? / Does not know – has the sword back with her now for last 5 years
T: Brings up the PhD from China – comments on his piece?
F: there has been almost a gauntlet thrown – China want the US to step forward and admit the presence
of our galactic brothers and sisters – there is lots of UFO activity across China
T: there are 1.3 billion people in China, 1/10 of them have been intensely involved in UFO discovery
● Of the over 500 million people believe in this 100%; in relative terms, they are way ahead of us
F: Solar cells – city of Shanghai almost completely solar! US won't let them into the country because they
are so far advanced as they would upset the balance with the oil, gas industries
F: Beijing – too many old technologies; need to adopt more of the technologies like Shanghai; thinks the
Chinese will usher in a new way to power the world with their more efficient technolgy
● Electro magnetic propulsion – never used up – always there
T: The man from Chile – Antonio H – said they know how to create food out of stone; water out of thin
air – she has heard Dr Keshe on this but not other countries! Where is the US at!?!?
F: we have already won but they won't let it into their consciousness!
● Israel has developed a new form of surgery using ultra sound guided by MRIs
● if someone has an incurable tumour, it can be removed without invasion of the body
● www.Insightec.com – go on line and see the science they have developed - people who had no
other way of healing can now be handled by ultra sonic sound
● Planning other things as a fall out of this approach: surgery where you feel nothing
Caller2: QiGong meets science!
F: Israel is backing the researchers - want to open clinics around the world
MR: what we are doing is so barbaric at the moment!
THIS IS A LISTENER SUPPORTED CALL – MAKE A DONATION!
THERE HAS BEEN A WHOLE MONTH WHERE THERE HAVE BEEN MISSING PARTS!!!
Hard News:
R: with all that has been said, going on – Talked to Larry, Curly, Tom the RingTailed Cat and Heidi
Heidi of the Bank of International Settlements: market went up today – all fake; gold
● She said, as Annie did, that all of this will come crashing down!
● Heidi also said this could happen in the next 12 days or so as a good guess
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● Cancer gets his in new moon eclipse and full moon eclipse
● If you can buy physical silver, do it now – no more silver after that!
Question: What happens to all of it?
● It means there will be a break in the story and the market shuts down and everyone reevaluates: the end of fiat banking is happening
● Slovenia then Italy, Germany – the Euro cannot support itself – Germany will
● Angleca Merkel will say she is innocent – not true
● Max Keiser saying the same thing: silver is at $45 an oz; it is under rated
● It will be connected to
R: every since Congress decided not to have a vote on the vote about some gun regulation, it has been
one Black Ops after the other – a heavy brinkmanship game leading to nukes – NO NUKES
● John Nichols was on Ed Schultz Radio show: pissed off - to this day truth about 9/11 have not been told
● they are putting an antennae on top of the building in the crime scene
● the plane part was planted
● they are so over the edge now ● Thom the RTCat its like entering the Dark Rift with Mother – Boudreau said that all that is not love is
coming up to be revealed and healed
T: brings up how many people think there should be armed revolution
● Bix Weir said in 12 days no silver – story is the same everywhere
● Heidi said Greece back to Drachma; France to the Franc, Italy back tolira
● Slovenia can crack the whole thing
MR: the question she has received the most this week: how does NESARA figure into all this? Do all
these events bring N forward?
T: the powers that have been do not want to give up the power – they do not care how many lives, people
they kill – the more gone, the better.
● That pushes us the peace makers: this 5 day experience and Steven Greer said 4 million people
globally are listening and 4x that for the archives – there will be a groundswell –
● T was glad to have Frank there, as she has a full notebook of notes and he helped to zero in on the
stories – it is off the scale what the other countries shared – the
● Tom the Cat, Larry, Curly, Heidi, John Nichols – it is time to deal with 9/11;
● They brought up Dr Judy Wood again – David Cameron from Canada brought up Judy Wood today
and brought up 9/11 and the fact that they used directed energy weapons – which they
engineered into weapons and used it on the people which demands galactic intervention!
● How much those 6 retired members of Congress have contributed – amazing to recognize what they have
gone through – they ALL said they have had the wool pulled over their eyes – the secret gov't has
them all by the short and curlies – the military and all the rest
MR: wonders if the daughter of George Filer was taken out because of what he was saying!
R: yes, both of them – a direct hit on the family because these guys are cornered in the final moments.
CL: lost 2 grandsons in freak accidents
T: these guys are animals now – desperate and absolutely out of control: that we keep coming together –
keep loving these guys! They always take out family members, like brother and sister of Dennis
Kucinich.
● These ones are trapped and St Germain is a very wild man –
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● we need to follow our hearts and stay calm – she feels so gifted to be able to listen to these
people – Linda Moultan Howe is so gifted! It is coming to a conclusion in a grand way!
● Everyone in this play has volunteered for this even the grandsons.
T saw her brother leave the planet right in front of her – there is a reason for having these experiences
● What we need to do is focus on our multi-universal selves – we would not be exposed to what we
are hearing this week if we were not ready!
● Dr Greer's voice alone is amazing: hits the tones that wake us up.
● Israel figured out to do in their way what China has been doing for decades!!!! - Sending a sound current
silently into a tumour and in 10 minutes it is gone!
CL: are you talking about Greg Braden – seeing the tumour disappear in the woman?
T: in Santa Fe, Greg has shown all kinds of stuff; they have also had QiGong masters in Santa Fe
● All the people in the planet have been upgraded to receive this
● She feels so much joy!
CL: what abut the hearings? She did not know that the MSM has not participated or not much
T: Discovery Channel has done a lot of interviews; will take a while before that comes out
● As of May 5th can pay $3.80 & pull the archives: T & R will pull & play items on the radio shows.
So many experiences: Col. Santa Maria from Brazil – there were ships that came in and killed people with
beams in the Amazon forest – they admitted that the US was involved: she says it was Black Ops.
● the Colonel went up in his own plane and chased a star ship, a benevolent one: every time they
chased it, it showed them what it could do.
● He was a marksman which is why he was sent up: he would have 3 meters of space to hit the
target; up there he had a 10 metre space and would shoot rapidly: the ship could go vertical faster
than the bullet could reach the ship! And then the ship would be over his wing or at his side;
● he would manipulate his own plane but they never attacked him: just showed him what they could
do.
● Kilpatrick had been in defence and was amazing – to share about all of them: they carried a high
vibration, each one of them – we have had such a lousy example of what Congressmen are or are
not thanks to the Republicans; these Congresspeople and Senators demonstrated enormous
restraint and wisdom.
● Kilpatrick said you are very brave: in Brazil, other ships have killed people on the ground!
● The colonel had a great heart too.
● The Roswell Incident: lots down with it – the disc is still here – they took all of the materials, debris,
bodies to Wright Patterson Air Force Base and said it disappeared: yet these ones said no.
● The man from China – they have jade statues of ancient aliens and he put them on the table for people
to see: these things are 12, 000 years old! These aliens from stone carvings and recordings could
be here from 100 million years! CHECK DATE
CL: about movie Sirius: the little being of 6” that they got DNA – anything to share with us?
R: that being was here; maybe 1000s of years ago or millions of years – Mother's people have direct
knowledge of 65 Million years + they have been coming. The being is 100s of thousands of years old
T: said it was living on earth and died within the last 100, not that it aged slowly
● did imply it was not from here and that it had human DNA and said it was killed, didn't die – today's
technology has allowed the analysis
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● in this Universe of Nebadon, we the goodly Company, co-created with Mother this entire Universe of
Nebadon and now we are remembering ourselvesl This is what Penniston & Burroughs experienced ● Penniston has cancer due to the light they were enveloped in; he felt the warmth of the metallic stuff
and that is the radiation; Burroughs has a pace maker
● Air Force won't open the records because they don't want to admit it happened.
● That same craft came back again and dismantled the delivery system of 10 nuclear warheads that were
there! This is in the UK in the Forest.
● A story from Alaska where there were 50 nuclear warheads to declare war on Russia:
● the ships came over and used the electro magnetic energy and dismantled the war heads –
making sure that we don't mess with their time-space continuum
R: they want to come and eat apple pie with us – this is not about guns and bibles
● All he has heard: everything Obama does they will obstruct that is their only goal – and it is
high treason
T: there were only 14 members who committed treason on Jan 20, 2009 – yet there is something called
complicity – the rest of the Republicans and the media group involved are complicit
● They are planning every day to do something worse than the day before
● the changing of the timeline is a literal thing as Rana Mu says – we are still thinking linear
● Put things aside and move with the Naqual – there ain't no other choice
T: Robert Drapers book Do not ask what good we do
Senate members: Jon Kyl, Tom Coburn, Bob Corker, Frank Luntz. Newt Gingerich
Congressional Members:
R: Plan B which came up: if you have a 15 year old daughter should she be allowed to buy the day after
pill? John Nichols and Ed Schultz said today: the way things are moving across the planet, the
reality is if you are old enough to vote or go to war, you should be old enough to take care of
yourself – it is about education on the kundalini
T: anyone with a vindictive attitude has a trauma that has lasted for many lifetimes – this is a neutralizing
time
R: a 20 year old guy called Ed up and started rattling stuff off: 9/11, aurora, Troy Davis, Erin Schwartz
- an erosion of peoples rights and now we are classifeed as enemies of the state
Ed's response? Couldn't have said it better, dude = thank you, have a nice day!
Rainbird: grateful for the presentations of tonight
R: music to his ears – as he goes out into the world, he sees that people are being affected
● Wm Shatner tweeted Rama: what Mike Ravel said today, I have been waiting 40 years to hear!
T: The Lion Sleeps No More – a David Icke piece – they will play it!
BELOW YOU WILL FIND A LIST OF VIDEO HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE CITIZENS DISCLOSURE
HEARING ON APRIL 29, 2013, SENT BY RAMA
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Video Highlights from Citizens Disclosure Hearing - April 29, 2013
Citizen Hearing on Disclosure - Day 1 Highlights
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=JY-SciK1kps
Dr. Steven Greer Testifies about Extra Terrestrial Technology
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=_Cdn44lYx1s
Secret Records and the Church Connection
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=krPOjUrUlaA
The Alien-Technology Connection
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72aWlR-bvvk
Linda Moulton Howe Testifies About Alien Observation of Earth
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGRC7j6kkxQ

Grant Cameron Testifies about Barry Goldwater's UFO Interests
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wy-rWcZ8pfE
Richard Dolan Describes a December 2002 UFO Incident over Waldorf, MD
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=larCoLlB0T4
Capt. Edgar Mitchell Testimony - "We are not alone...we have been visited"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=6A7PndrooJ8
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